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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1  INTRODUCTION 

 

 Solar cooking system represents the simplest application of solar 

thermal energy and has a great potential for reducing dependence on the 

conventional fuels in the domestic sector. The different types of solar cookers 

developed for cooking are a box type, a concentrator type and an indirect type.  

 

Solar cooker system is a device that uses sun light as its energy resource. This 

is somehow as a renewable energy product because no fuel or electric needed. 

However, the natural sun light source does not provide enough heat for cooking 

purpose. So, solar collector system is introduced for this application. Among it, 

concentrated type are the best collector. It is the system that concentrated the sun 

light into the focus of the system to get the overall high intensity of light than that 

naturally available. It is either to use the concept of reflection of light. Those focus 

will have high amount of heat than natural sun light and it heat will be used for 

cooking purpose. 
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1.2  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

1. Referring to previous project by Jolhi Ibrahim with the title of „Design and 

Fabrication of Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) System for Solar Cooker 

Application‟, the efficiency was 7.37%. A better material has to be selected as the 

reflector to increase the efficiency of system.   

 

2. Redesign the grate part to be friendly use. According to the previous project by 

Jolhi Ibrahim with the title of „Design and Fabrication of Concentrated Solar 

Thermal (CST) System for Solar Cooker Application‟, the grate will collide with 

the parabolic dish when user wants to adjust the parabolic dish to get the solar 

radiation towards its focus point.  

 

1.3  PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 

1. Optimize the reflector to gain better solar radiation.  

2. Redesign the holder of the grate by using SolidWorks software and ALGOR 

software to analyses it. 

 

1.4  PROJECT SCOPES 

 

To ensure this project progress is smoothly under control and stick with its 

title, scopes of project is discussed. Every scopes of the project are the task of the 

student and it is under responsibility of the student. The project covers: 

 

1. Experimental works to collect data on the system sun radiation during 

experiment has to be taken into consideration 

2. Determine performance characteristics of a solar cooker system from 

gathered data. 

3. Review on methods of solar cooker system optimization  (design/technology) 

4. Propose a concept and design new solar cooker system. Fabrication of the 

product. 
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1.5  PROJECT PLANNING 

 

This project begins with the briefing of the title from the supervisor on the 

first meeting. During the briefing, the main objective and the project scopes are 

prepared. Supervisor prepares the schedule of the right time for the next meeting. All 

the sudden meeting can be made if help needed by doing an appointment. 

 

To manage the timeline of the project, a flowchart (refer to Figure 3.1) and 

the Gantt chart (refer to Appendices A and B) is prepared. This is a two semester of 

study project. Project proceed with gathering all the information regarding solar 

cooker system and concentrate to optimizing the reflector to gain better solar 

radiation. The source and reference is mainly from books, internet and also journals. 

With those references, research and literature reviews are conducted. This 

information helps mostly in redesign generation process. The previous project makes 

the student easy because student will just focus with the design. 

 

The criteria for choosing the best material for reflector are based on the 

problems during the problem statement. Each of it will be finalized by experimenting 

it first. The final material then will be present to the supervisor to make sure it will 

fulfil the project requirements. 

 

After the best reflector been decided, redesigning the holder will be start.  It 

considers the student to use SolidWorks software to design it and ALGOR software 

to discover its deformation. 

 

 

 

 

 


